Board Approves Revision Of ASU Constitution

The ASU executive board Tuesday night initially approved several changes in the ASU constitution, voted to hold a refererend and appointed a committee to investigate the constitution further before they are approved.

Bigger argument arose on the question of revising the present by-laws and on which those at the homecoming ceremony. Student Council president Ken Kinug received by key as a fellow student of whom the forerunner of the major problems.
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Tweed for Sportswear

1960 Alumni Plan To Reunite Again In June

Booster Network

Board To Choose Editor Of Yearbook Monday

The 1961 booster Monday meeting will pick the editor of the Gym of the Mountains for next year, it was decided at a meeting Wednesday afternoon. Candidate for the associate editorship of the Gym will be interviewed by the board.

The publication board Wednesday interviewed candidates for positions of managing editor and associate editor of the 1961 edition of the Booster Network.

The appointment of next year’s Gym editor will be made at the May 1 Booster meeting.

Board Approves

(Names of candidates for the associate editor position on the Gym staff.)

NAME

ANNE LEVY

MILLER BISCHER

BOBBY MITCHELL

BRUCE CARTER

ANN TAIT

Bill Wellman, BHS yearbook editor, attended the meeting and announced that the 1960-61 yearbook will be entitled "Time Capsule." He also announced that the 1960-61 yearbook will be published in September.

Donat Impovers

Jim Deeter, who has several years of experience in the sale of furniture and appliances, has been appointed as manager of the Dittmar Furniture store, replacing Mrs. E. June Minor, who has been manager of the store for the past several years.

Goss Will Represent Bookstore

In San Francisco

Douglas Goss has been appointed sales representative for the Sausalito Bookstore, replacing the late Al Goss, who has been associated with the bookstore for many years.

N.Y.A. To Increase To More Than 150,000 Of Students

Dean Herbert B. Wundrich, N.Y.A. advisor, announced recently that the number of students enrolled under the N.Y.A. program has increased to more than 150,000.

Finnell Soles First In C.P.T.

Dawson Patrol

Finnell Soles, first of the C.P.T. Dawson patrol, is the first of the C.P.T. Dawson patrol to be appointed as the leader of the patrol.

For Better or Worse doesn’t work out when ordering your clothes custom made.

They’ve got to be Better.

For Better and fit and style and Better in Quality and Workmanship.

Everybody’s for the Better when you order from Herrmann’s.

DAVID’S

Where Fashion’s Last Words Are Spoken First

For Every Size Budget!

ARROW SHIRTS

SHIRTS—THE SHORTS—HANKERCHIEFS

Sold by

CREIGHTONS

For Business or Pleasure

3 BUTTON DRAPE

BY DON RICHARDS

The most popular result of the trend in one of the finest fabrics. The three-button jacket is good for wear anywhere... - except in the fabric that looks too... - except in the fabric that looks too good to be true.

- HARLEMIAN HATS
- NUNN-BUSH SHOES
- GRAYCO TIES

OSLEY’S

Men’s Wear

For Sale

Save Time and Trouble.

- Ride in comfort in the Best Cars in Town.
- All Late Models.

Bill’s Taxi

Call 2366

Printers To Publish Book By Klages

On Crop Ecology

Dr. R. E. Klages, former of the department of agriculture, has just published a book on "Crop Ecology" at the University of New York. The book is a comprehensive treatment of the subject and is considered the most important contribution to the field of crop ecology.

For More Information on 1960 Alumni Reunion Plans, Call Mr. Dave Duffin at 555-1234.
**Fashion Designers Favor Gay Colors For Spring**

Color will run rampant for spring! Light, neutral shades, which are popular this fall, and bright shades are all to be seen in multicolored combinations with your spring costumes. This will be a carry-over of the fall with the light, neutral and bright shades to find their way through the towns and country roads.

**Navy is the for greatest colors:** Always on American favorites, it will lead the spring fashion parade. It will be shown in all shades, dressed up with ermine, frogs, corduroy. While red is a natural favorite, it will run rampant with bright, colorful designs for the spring season.

**Sport Clothes Win Women's Approval For Spring Wear**

Young women will be loyal to home casual sports clothes for spring. The dress will be the type of "shirred." They will want it in neutral colors, white, cream, pink, red, and blue. Women will not wear a hat with their "shirred." They will want it in neutral colors, white, cream, pink, red, and blue. They will want it in neutral colors, white, cream, pink, red, and blue. The dress will be the type of "shirred." They will want it in neutral colors, white, cream, pink, red, and blue.

**Be Smart --- Wear Gabardine**

22.50

The women's prairie fabric which is in exclusive Town Advertiser, is a great favorite of women. It is made of wool, and drapes beautifully. It is suitable for spring and fall, a favorite in warm weather and in cooler weather.

**Wider Brims Find In Men's Hats**

Plaid is a great favorite in the hands of the men's milliners. The wide brim hat is a favorite among young men. The plaid hat has been very definitely found a place for spring and fall. The brim will be wide and the hat will be worn in the most conservative colors.

**Plastic Shoes To Appear In New Colors**

"Plastic" shoes, used so successfully in glamorous dinner and evening parties for town women since last summer, have been heavily advertised for winter and early spring, and the expected resort wear, in nominate destined to carry over to the coming summer. These plastic shoes provide frill combinations with all other practical fashions, as well as transparent beauty. Along with non-tanned shoes and shoes which are not shaped and healthy tanned feet can show, too, through transparent plastic, diluting the usual high-heeled satin shoes, which are of scarce use for the summer season.
Americanism is the Theme

Houses & Hosts

Alma W. Goss, guest; Charles Nadon, Mrs. Howard Neser; Wednesday night.
Signs in the garden; Margaret Hough, Deb. Flaherty, Mrs. John Patton; Wednesday night.
Signs Out; guest; Ed. Coffey, Mrs. E. Coffey, Wednesday night.

You'll Enjoy Your Lunch when you eat at

O'MEARA'S
easter... lorliness

You are invited to O’Meara’s
with a LIFT of BILLING
machinist’s permanent.

CLASSIC BEAUTY SHOP

Doll up that lovely Easter outfit with our Costume Jewelry. You can be sure of Quality at

BOTTEN’S JEWELRY

Get a permanent for Easter!

Your new hat, your new outfit need a lovely cof-
fiture to make a charming picture of YOU this

CO-ED BEAUTY SHOP

H ranks’ Write Recite Poetry
For Military Initiation

School Board and Made Subjects
25 Pledge to Ragt Pledge
Period

"A Heimie will remember that there is no rank lower than Heimie and will at all times main-
tain himself in such a manner as to render dishonor and check-
enes." That is the most impor-
tant instruction given to the
new Heimie and White pledge students during their pre-initiation period, held from Wednesday through to

Presented with a sheet of pledge instructions, the pledges, called "Heimies," are required to carry a smooth card in their pocket,
aver the top, showing guns and sig-
neries for members of the cor-

Stabilizing at the head of a group, the pledges are then said to be "pledged." The pledges are then required to sign a book at the meeting between 1 in the morning and 8 at night.

For Your Coke, Fount Lawnches, and those Late Breakfasts

Stop at The Nest

Doll up that lovely Easter outfit with our Costume Jewelry. You can be sure of Quality at

BOTTEN’S JEWELRY

HAVE YOU VISITED THE
Style Center lately?

Stay Aboard of Fashion With the STYLE CENTER in Pullman "Downtown and on the Campus"

Order These Spring Ice Cream Treats

ROGERS

$16.95

DAVIDS’

12 oz. EISENBERG’S Creme Brulee

2 oz. EISENBERG’S Fruit Sorbet

5 oz. EISENBERG’S Double Scoop

$18.95

10 oz. EISENBERG’S Creme Brulee

2 oz. EISENBERG’S Fruit Sorbet

5 oz. EISENBERG’S Double Scoop

$18.95

10 oz. EISENBERG’S Creme Brulee

2 oz. EISENBERG’S Fruit Sorbet

5 oz. EISENBERG’S Double Scoop

$18.95
Batsmen To Meet Erb's
On Diamond Tomorrow.

Yankel batters meet Erb's. Hardware team of Levant in 1891.

The baseball game scheduled for tomorrow afternoon (Saturday) over the levant's 1891 diamond will be a test of the new batters against the veteran team of the long-time host team. The new batters did not participate in the workouts of the past week. Williams said.

FOOTBALL REPORTS

Sunday at Yale.

Yale football team will play New Britain tomorrow afternoon in theqt. Haste games.

John F. Murphy.
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**By the Day**

**FOOLISH Cooper**

There is no record of President Woodrow Wilson ever having been called "Foolish Cooper". However, there were many instances where he was criticized for his policies and actions.

**Students Conduct Experiments On Potato Crop**

The university agricultural extension service at the state college for women is planning to give the students in the college of agriculture an opportunity to conduct potato experiments. The students will be encouraged to grow their own potatoes and to observe the different varieties and growing conditions. This will give them a practical understanding of how to grow potatoes and what factors affect their growth.

**Three To Attend Boise Meeting**

B. J. Fiedler, of the editorial department, and E. E. Snell, head of the agricultural economics department, will travel to Boise next week in which they will attend the annual meeting of the agricultural economics association. Dr. Fiedler will present the paper on the principles of competition, April 5, and Dr. Snell will present the paper on the principles of organization, April 6.

**Rifle Squad Gets Awards From Army**

A set of 10 rifle medals is to be awarded to the rifle team for their faithful service. The team consists of soldiers and civilians and serves the state guard from states nearby.

**Engineers Initiate Six At Banquet**

Six men were initiated to Sigma Nu, the engineering honorary, at a banquet in the Student Union last Thursday evening according to Robert LeClair, president.

---

**Every Operator in this telephone exchange must speak four languages!**

Each operator at the San Francisco's Chinatown telephone exchange must speak English plus at least three of the five Chinese dialects—Siu, Yuy, Huc, Hoong, and Gong and Ao Duck—in order to handle calls. For the average Chinese understands no dialect but his own. There is no Chinese alphabet, the 36 page dictionary, listing 2,300 characters, can't be printed in the usual way. It is hieroglyphic—then reproduced by engraving and printing, with the characters in broad, not narrow, and the names and addresses.

---

**The Smoke of Slower-Burning CAMELS Gives You Extra Mildness, Extra Coolness and Extra Flavor!**

---

**NOTHIGN GONNA BE BETTER THAN THE CAMELS YOU CAN'T GET!**

---

**HUNGRY FOR DELICIOUS HOME MADE PIES? GO TO APPLING'S DINETTE!**

---

**CARSON CAMEL'S SLOWEST WAY TO BURN IS ACES EXPLAINED IN THE SLOW, SLOW WAY.**

---

**THE SLOWER-BURNING CIGARETTE**

---